A STEP TO HEAVEN INCORPORATED

1532 Seabright Ave.
Grover Beach, CA. 93433
(805) 8060478/ (805)441-1449
https://www.asteptoheaven.org/
To Whom It May Concern:
First of all, I would like to thank you for taking the Zme to read this le[er. It is urgent that
people like you, and I take acZon when it comes to protecZng those lives that cannot defend
themselves. A Step to Heaven is an internaZonal non-proﬁt organizaZon that was founded in
2013 by LeZcia Perez to rescue as many stray animals as she could. Unlike in the United States,
Mexico has thousands of stray animals that are not taken care of. These animals, the majority
being dogs, roam the streets with broken bones, from being run over and surviving. Some dogs
wander in the streets of Mexico about to have puppies. Or also those who are simply dying of
starvaZon. Most of the cases of stray dogs in Mexico, the animal does not only suﬀer
throughout their life but mostly always end up dying due to the reasons stated above.
In these circumstances, is when A Step to Heaven comes into play. The way that A Step to
Heaven obtains funds is a slow and challenging process. We receive donaZons of goods
(clothing, accessories, books, etc.). The donaZons received are then sold to the public via yard
sales, which only happen on Saturdays. The money gathered through the yard sale is then
deposited into A Step to Heaven's bank account. There are individuals in Mexico that are
working hand in hand with Step to Heaven, and they are in charge of rescuing those animals
that most need it to stay alive. A Step to Heaven covers the vet expenses, food, and other basic
needs for the care of the animals. With this being said, the resources are low, and we need
individuals with a passion for the defenseless animals to help.

Every donaZon will allow us to rescue one more dog that would otherwise not survive. Every
painful story, like the epidemic of stray animals in Mexico, needs a hero. Someone who makes
changes happen. If it were not for individuals willing to support A Step to Heaven, then nothing
at all would be accomplished. We need funds and resources to save more lives. To alleviate at
least a bit of the suﬀering these uncared-for animals are going through. Thank you so much
once again for even taking the Zme to read this le[er.

Sincerely,
LeZcia Perez
Founder of A Step to Heaven

_________________________

